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Many thanks! These are of key importance. I notice that in the second certificate she is described 
as Elizabeth Portrey of the same (written) Parish (printed) followed by the written words "and -----
------------,widow". I cannot make out the two or three missing words. They could be "formerly 
(written word or words), widow. The missing words could be "A Jones" or "Aubrey" or something 
else. I can make out that the second witness was written as "William the mark of 
(underscored) Harry", and the last word of the first witness appears to be Thomas. I cannot read 
the other words of the first witness. Her married name Elizabeth Evans was not used (she was the 
widow of Morgan Evans). The name Elizabeth Portrey was used. I wonder if "formerly A Jones" 
should have been "formerly a John", her mother being Gwenllian John. Her father was Christopher 
Portrey Junior. It is clear that Elizabeth Portrey could write, otherwise "the mark of Elizabeth 
Portrey" would have been used. Christopher Portrey appears not to have been present at either 
wedding, but William Harry was a a witness at both weddings. Thomas John might have been a 
brother of Gwenllian John, or a brother of Elizabeth Portrey (whose mother was Gwenllian John). 
Finally we know that Elziabeth Portrey brought a court case with Richard Portrey, formerly Gough, 
after Christopher Portrey had died, and that the stolen apparel belonged ot Gwenllian John. So it is 
overwhelmingly probable that Christopher Portrey was living at Ynys Cedwyn House with his 
common law wife Gwenllian John, who may have been passed off as a servant, and with their 
daughter Elizabeth Portrey, who was considered to be a member of the Gentry from various 
anectodes. I remember that in one history of Craig y Nos Castle (of which you disapproved) the 
second marriage was considered to be an important one between a member of the Gentry and a 
young farmer. So after Christopher Portrey Junior died, the new owners, the Goughs, allowed 
Gwenllian John and Elizabeth Portrey to remain at the House. The latter was left £50 by 
Christopher Portrey in a Codicil and the former a lot less (£1 0). This strongly suggests that that 
Elizabeth Portrey was the dauighter of Christopher Portrey. using the Bank of England inflation 
calculator, £50 in 1751 would be worth £10,200 today and £10 would be worth £2,040 today. The 
calculator does not go back further than 1751. 

To: EMyrone@aol.com 
Sent: 21/03/2017 19:06:27 GMT Standard Time 
Subj: Marriage Cert of Elizabeth Portrey 

1 do not know whether you have found the copies that I originally sent you, but I 

enclose them again. It looks to me as if the registrar has slightly altered her 

signature in the wedding to Morgan Thomas, for clarity's sake because she ha'd 

made such a hash of writing it out. The P and theY of the Portrey signature are 

similar to those in the registrar's writing of the bride's surname. 

Compared with the details given for weddings in the 1680s/90s, these entries are 

the height of information, though Thomas John's signature says nothing though 

he may well be a relative. 

Stuart Davies 

Question for Stuart Davies 

Is it possible to resend the transcripts of the two marriages of Elizabeth Portrey at St. 
Cynog? I wish to make a scientific comparison of the signatures on the two transcripts. 
There is a characteristic e and y at the end of the name. I also noticed that the marriage 



to Morgan Evans on 18th May 1755 was in the presence of Thomas John, who may have 
been a relative of Gwenllian John, perhaps her father or her brother. Many thanks in 
anticipation. Christopher Portrey had died about January 1753, will finalized on 22nd. 
January. On 9th April 1753 Elizabeth Portrey brought a prosecution in the Court of Great 
Sessions. 
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